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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Signature tool in WebViewer - Adding custom fonts
	JavaScript PDF Digital Signature Library - Digital Signature Security Features - Certificate Expiration vs Certificate Revocation
	Verify a signature using JavaScript
	Digital signature samples using JavaScript

APIs:	WebViewerInstance - setDisplayedSignaturesFilter(filterFunction)
	UI -  setSelectedTab(id, dataElement)
	Core.Tools. TextSquigglyCreateTool - switchIn(oldTool)

Forums:	Signature validation in 7.3.2 shows “Unsigned signature field with object number” instead of signature
	Where did SignatureTool create and store its signatures?
	Zoom and settings panel opening up weirdly when duplicate tabs are opened for comparing purpose
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          Hello there.

Thanks for the question regarding WebViewer.

This tab shows you information about Signature verification. You can read more about this here: https://www.pdftron.com/documentation/web/guides/features/signature/verify-pdf/

Let me know if you have further questions.

Best Regards,

Diego Felix

Web Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com
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